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Message from the RabbiMessage from the Rabbi

On January 26th, in commemoration of International Holocaust Remembrance Day and the 75th anniversary 
of the liberation of Auschwitz, we held a joint program with the American Legion, Pelham Post 50. We invited 
two Holocaust survivors (Hannah Holsten and Esther Geizhals) and an American World War II veteran 
(William Hannibal Robinson) to share their stories with the community so that we can remember what 
happened in that dark moment of human history. 

This was an incredibly powerful moment in the life of our town. More than 250 people came out in order to 
listen to and learn from their stories. It was important for the town to stand together in opposition to 
antisemitism. It was important for the town bear witness to the stories of survivors and of veterans. It was 
important for the teens of our community to hear these stories firsthand, rather than encountering them only 
in books and on film. 

All of this was important, but all of these statements paled in comparison to the powerful moments of shared 
humanity that occurred through the sharing of stories. As Hannah and Esther, the two survivors shared their 
stories, I could see and feel the impact that it had on the audience. When Esther spoke about her family and 
their suffering, it moved every single person in attendance. It reminded each of us of the immeasurable crime 
that was committed. 

For me, the most powerful moment came earlier, before the program itself began. It happened as I was talking with Esther and Hannah, the survivors. As 
Esther was speaking, there was something familiar about her voice. It drew me backwards in time and reminded me of my grandfather. It took me a minute, but 
I realized that her accent was exactly the same as his. Before this moment, I never thought about the fact that Yiddish accents would vary based on region - 
just like every other accent. They all seemed more or less the same. But within seconds of hearing another survivor from Lodz, Poland, I could hear the 
similarities. 

These connections to our past - both personal and communal - are an essential part of what it is to be Jewish. Indeed, they are an essential part of what it is to 
be human. We all know that "those who do not study the past are doomed to repeat it." But it goes further than that. Those who are not aware of the past 
cannot possibly know who they are in the present, or where they are going in the future. Thanks to Hannah, Esther, and Hannibal, we all have a deeper 
understanding of that past which will guide us into the future.  

Alex

http://www.thepjc.org
http://www.thepjc.org
http://www.thepjc.org
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Education Director's MessageEducation Director's Message

"G-d couldn't be everywhere ... so He created mothers..." (Jewish proverb)

Lately, we have been overwhelmed by pessimistic forecasts - the environment, the politics, the Jewish 

people, and so much more. It's easy to become caught in all of that - but then - what's the point in all that we 

do? I believe that Jewish Education is  quite blind to pessimism. We face the reality and look into our sources 

for a sign of hope. We learn that our people encountered numerous challenges in our history, but we 

persevered; nevertheless, we persisted. So I risk saying that Judaism, in general, is an optimistic faith. 

Rooted in the past, facing the present, and ensuring that the choices we make now will bring us to a better 

future, for us and our children. I also believe that this cautious optimistic mindset is passed onto us at home, 

by our families. In my case, I seek inspiration in the stories of my own ancestors to strengthen my confidence 

in the future. For years, I have shared my ideas in our monthly Hakol articles; but I don't think I ever shared 

something about my own family. With your permission, I took the liberty to share with you my mother's story. I 

am hoping it will stir your heart as it stirs mine. Jewish women have always inspired me, especially the ones 

from our traditional stories; here's the story of another Jewish woman, the one I owe my life to. 

On Monday, February 17, G-d willing, my mother will be reading Torah from Parashat Mishpatim. She decided that for her 85th birthday, she would have an 

adult Bat-Mitzvah in Jerusalem, Israel at the Egalitarian Kotel. This is not a small affair for someone who couldn't read Hebrew until two years ago. And how 

can you say "no" to an octogenarian who wants to read from the Torah for the first time?

   

My mother was born in Porto Alegre, Brazil, on February 25th, 1935. Her parents, Polly and Lippe Nestrovsky, were Jewish immigrants from Shpola, a small 

shtetl in Ukraine. In 1929, after suffering hunger, pogroms, poverty and persecution, they fled Russia and went to Brazil. Jewish colonization in Brazil began in 

1904 in my state, Rio Grande do Sul, supported by the Jewish Colonization Association, to resettle Russian Jews during the decisive years of mass emigration 

from the Russian empire. My grandparents were part of this huge immigration wave and settled in Rio Grande do Sul's capital, Porto Alegre. My grandfather 

Lippe learned Portuguese from a dictionary on the boat. He worked first as a peddler until he built some wealth to own a small fabric store. My grandmother 

took care of the house and family, and volunteered for WIZO, raising money to the creation of the State of Israel. My grandpa quickly became one of the 

sustaining members of our synagogue, the Centro Israelita Porto-Alegrense which at the time also housed the local Jewish Day School, Colégio Israelita 

Brasileiro.

When my mother was born, in 1935, my grandmother, who had not learned Portuguese yet, asked my grandfather to have the new baby registered as "Mira", 

which means "Peace" in Russian. In shul, she was given the Hebrew name Zipporah Miriam - after the names of Moses' wife and sister. A strong name, from 

two strong women in our tradition. The family called her "Mira'le", the Yiddish diminutive for Mira. When Mira'le was 7 years old, my grandmother Polly went to 

the local public school (the same school where I would learn many years later) to enroll her in 1st grade. My grandma was surprised when the officer at the 

school registrar told her - "Mrs. Nestrovsky, your daughter's name isn't Mira, her birth certificate says her name is ''Maria"!

http://www.centroisraelita.org.br/
http://sealion-yellow-bz65.squarespace.com/


Maria was also a strong name; of a different biblical figure, from another story. Not Moses' wife or sister, but Jesus' mother. I think the neighbors probably still 

remember the loud argument they heard coming from my grandparents' home when my grandma confronted my grandfather about the mishap. He tried to 

explain to her that Brazil's government at that time did not allow for foreign names to be given to Brazilian children. So on that day, my mother became 

Maria Nestrovsky; Mira'le was kept only among the family. From the moment she crossed the doorstep, she was Maria.

Maria proudly owns both identities, the Jewish and the Brazilian; she speaks Portuguese as a Native Brazilian (was an elementary school teacher); Mira'le 

speaks Yiddish as an European Jew. She went through the whole Brazilian public school system, becoming first a teacher, then a high school counselor, then 

a Professor at the University; her PhD thesis was on Jacques Lacan and adolescent family therapy; she still devotes her time to Psychotherapy, research, and 

many other areas in Brazil. Today, besides Yiddish and Portuguese, she speaks English, French, German, Spanish and Italian. Still, there was one thing she 

remained frustrated about: she couldn't read Hebrew. She spoke, wrote and read Yiddish, which uses the Hebrew letters, but couldn't read or understand 

Hebrew. She frequently complained about how hard it was for her to read and understand Hebrew.

So, it was with great surprise that my siblings and I learned that for  her 85th birthday, she wanted to read Torah and have her Bat Mitzvah in Israel. Actually, 

not such a great surprise - nothing about our mother surprises us anymore - she doesn't take "no" for an answer and she challenges herself every time to 

achieve her next goal. So now the goal became "having a Bat Mitzvah in Israel". Mom scheduled classes with the Rabbi of her local shul, and on top of all the 

other things she is involved with, she devoted time and energy to learn to read and chant her Torah portion. (My sister and I will join her reading Torah in 

Jerusalem- each one of us will read one Aliyah from Parashat Mishpatim).

Two months ago, while shopping on the streets of downtown Porto Alegre, my mother was attacked by a robber who wanted to steal a golden chain she had 

around her neck. Feeling the thief's hand near her skin, she instinctively hit the man with her hand. The thief ran away, she kept her chain, but fell on the 

street. She broke her hip and stayed immobilized for one month. (Quite a difficult affair for someone whose agenda is full from morning to evening) 

Nevertheless, my mother kept studying for her Bat-Mitzvah, and has completely recovered from the fall. She will be traveling to Jerusalem, G-d willing, on 

February 10, and celebrating her 85th birthday with our family in Israel. (By the way, this was not the first time she was robbed, which is a common thing in the 

streets of Brazil. The other two times, she had a gun pointed at her. On both times, she left her car to the robber, but kept her life).

My mother's Hebrew name, Zipporah Miriam, is a mixture, as she is, of Zipporah, the Midianite daughter of Jethro who married Moses and circumcised her own 

sons in the desert, and Miriam the prophetess, the one who took care of her baby brother in the Nile and then cared for the Israelites in the desert, as the 

source of water in their journey. Miriam raised their spirits with poetry and dance after the crossing of the sea. Her other two names - Maria and Mira'le, are 

also strong names, which she made for herself - outside the house - Maria - the proud Brazilian educator, and Mira'le, the proud Jewish mother, daughter and 

grandmother, who to this day leads the Passover Seder for the whole family in her dining room and has the whole family for Shabbat dinner every week. I am 

so deeply inspired by her leadership and will be honored to read Torah by her side. Celebrating her birthday together in Jerusalem will be a special moment for 

our family. 

My mother's life motto is a Brazilian proverb that says: "Have faith in G-d and the foot on the gas". If you know me by now, this has been my motto too. This is 

the motto I taught my children and I hope they teach their children. We move forward, with faith in G-d. And with much gratitude to all that G-d has given us, 

our ancestors and our communities. We will overcome these times. With faith in G-d and the foot on the gas. I invite all of you to take a moment and reflect on 

the women in your lives. Think about their life stories. How did they impact you? What do their names and legacy represent to you? Now let's share those 

personal stories -- they are the proof of resilience, wisdom, strength and courage. They are the testament to "where there is a will, there is a way".   

May you be blessed in the names of your mothers and their mothers. May we all be inspired and moved by their life stories and may our children be inspired by 

theirs and our deeds, who are a precious link in the golden chain of Judaism.

Happy month of Shevat!
 

Ana
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President's Message

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jacques_Lacan


Recently someone from another synagogue remarked to me that the PJC has different challenges than his synagogue.  I 
felt a little badly that I then tried to figure out what their challenges might be.  Financial? Declining membership? 
Disagreements about practices?  I couldn't help but wonder.  But I was able to stop wondering what he meant about their 
challenges when I realized I wasn't really sure what he meant about ours.    

What are our challenges?  The biggest in my mind and one I've touched on before is what I perceive as a decline in 
engagement.  It's a difficult subject to bring up without coming across as scolding or admonishing, which I certainly don't 
want to do and don't have the authority to do anyway.  So consider this a positive message.  The reason that declining 
engagement is a real challenge - and the reason increased engagement is so desirable - is that when members are 
engaged it isn't only good for the synagogue, it's even better for those members.  You won't find any PJC members who 
regret getting themselves involved in shul happenings.  

Let me explain what I mean by engagement.  Some might assume that means first and foremost attending services on 
Shabbat.  That can be part of a member's engagement or even the total extent of a member's engagement, but there are 
countless other ways to be involved, some of which (come to think of it) could use some attention right now.  Just tonight 
as I was at a meeting in the library, members were in our kitchen preparing our First Friday Shabbat dinner.  The Purim 
carnival and Megillah reading that are around the corner, the PJC Players' performance this weekend, the Pack it up for 
Purim food drive, every one of these things takes members' time and energy to put together, and members' engagement 
to attend.  

I could list lots more projects and events but one I want to emphasize is our annual gala, or more accurately this year the PJC Purim HavGala Costume Party 
and Dinners Honoring Les and Sybil Rosenberg.  It takes a lot of work to put together an event with that many words but it doesn't just take the engagement of 
Liz and everyone else putting it together.  It requires the engagement of all of our members, because it's all for naught without your attendance.  If you haven't 
been to a gala before, or if you haven't been to one in a while, come join us this year.  The gala is more than just a fundraiser, it's a chance for us to get 
together at a non-religious event and spend a Saturday evening in our space (renovated with help and funds from our members).  More than that, the dinners 
are a perfect way to meet new members or speak with members you may have said hi to in passing for years but never sat down and spoke with.

The small size of the PJC doesn't just present every one of us with an opportunity to get involved in multiple ways, it also - at the risk of coming across as 
scolding again - means each of us has an obligation to get involved and be engaged in order for the place to really work.  But there's so many ways to do that 
and if there's something you're thinking of that doesn't seem to be happening, you can make it happen.  

See you at the HavGala!

MikeMike
Top

A Message from the Editor of HaKol

 Dear Friends, 

At the Challenging Hate-Together event at the Picture House in Pelham, we honored those who died in Auschwitz
and those who liberated them 75 years ago. The Picture House was nearly full; many PJC congregants were
present, but also residents of Pelham, New Rochelle and Mount Vernon. The audience was riveted by both the
video of the liberation of the camps, as well as the personal stories told by the participants -- two holocaust
survivors and a liberating soldier. What do they have to share with us today one young man asked? Hatred is
deep-seated, but love can conquer hate. We are all created in God's image. Respect for those who are not like us
must be the norm, not the exception.

On Sunday, February 10th at 1:00 pm, we will be entertained by the PJC Players in You're A Good Man, Charlie
Brown, directed by our own Sari Schulman.  And, on Monday, February 10th, we celebrate Tu B'Shevat, the



celebration of trees and harbinger of Spring.

I am proud to bring to you The Fear of Being Jewish, a New York Times op-ed by Jordan Salama, in our "Food For
Thought" column.  Salama taps into our current security fears in the context of his mother, Mona's, experiences
when the Jews of Iraq were forced to flee.

Barbara 
 Communications Chair

Top

Purim HavGala Update
Dear PJC Family,

What do you get when you combine Purim, Havdalah and a whole lot of Jewish trivia and spirit?  

Why, you get a Purim HavGala, of course!  And, you get to honor the inimitable Sybil and Les Rosenberg for their 
years of generosity of spirit and affection for our shul.

The fun begins at 7:00 p.m. with Havdalah and dinner at a congregant's house.  We will then gather at the PJC 
between 8:30-9:00 p.m. for drinks and dessert, and come together in teams to test our Jewish trivia/general trivia 
knowledge.  And, there will be prizes!  Trivia will be led by Trivia, AD, which got its start running Seinfeld trivia 
nights on the Upper West Side.  

And speaking of Seinfeld, since this is a Purim HavGala, let's get creative and dress up as a character from one of 
our six themes: The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel, Seinfeld, Fiddler on the Roof, Beautiful: The Carol King Story, The 
Last Book Party (by Karen Dukess) and The Bridal Chair (by Gloria Goldreich).  Costumes are not required, but 
who wouldn't want to feel the earth move under their feet, dress like Mrs. Maisel or relive the 80's and 90's?  We 

hope to see you there!

Cost is $150 for dinner and the PJC party; $75 for the PJC party only.  RSVP to: liztzetzo@gmail.com.

Liz
Fundraising Chair

Food For Thought - Jonathan Salama

 

The Fear of Being Jewish 
 

By Jordan Salama

The recent uptick in anti-Semitic crimes has made me appreciate my mother's concerns in unexpected ways.

The New York Times op ed Jan. 14, 2020

 
Growing up, my brothers and I often teased my mom for having what we thought was an irrational fear of being identified as a Jew.

She painted over the Star of David on a duffle bag because when we were traveling, she didn't want people "to know." She warned my
dad not to drive fast to my aunt's house on Yom Kippur because she thought more speed traps were set during the Jewish holidays.

If we said a word like "Shabbat" in a department store, she seemed to hear it from aisles away. We were not to say Jewish things too
loudly in public, she taught us. Better to be safe.

These things did not make sense to us, three brothers extraordinarily lucky to have grown up in a New York suburb where safety was
hardly a worry at all, where any kind of violent crime - let alone violence against Jews - was so rare it was almost unfathomable. But
my mother had her own reasons, and they were valid, for she grew up not in the United States but in Baghdad - watching, through the
wide and curious eyes of a 6-year-old in the early 1970s, as 2,000 years of peaceful Jewish life there came crashing down around her.



wide and curious eyes of a 6-year-old in the early 1970s, as 2,000 years of peaceful Jewish life there came crashing down around her.
She doesn't like to talk about Iraq much, but my grandmother Fortunée and my aunt Cynthia do. Some of the most memorable
moments of my childhood were spent in Long Island living rooms, sitting beside them as they told me, in a spellbinding mix of English
and Arabic, stories of life in a country that ultimately rejected them after such a long and rich history of coexistence.

They shared tales of my great-great-great-grandfather, a trader who famously owned a caravan of more than 1,000 camels and
traveled the Silk Road from Baghdad to Aleppo and Isfahan and beyond; of my great-grandfather, who built Iraq's first cinema and
movie studio; of the family house, with courtyard gardens so luscious they attracted wedding parties from all over the city.
In the summertime the children flew kites and slept peacefully on the cool roof. Jews were jurists and government officials; one was
even the first minister of finance. They lived side-by-side with Christians and Muslims; they were business partners, neighbors, close
friends who supported one another.

But these stories were always set up as the beginning of the end. Sprinkled throughout paradise were the warning signs, each worse
than the next, until there was no choice but to leave. In the 1930s it was mainly political rhetoric; then in June 1941 it was the "Farhud,"
a pogrom that killed nearly 200 Jews and injured hundreds more. By the 1950s more than three-quarters of Iraq's Jews had fled the
country; just over a decade later, around the time my mother was born, the few remaining Jews saw their assets frozen and their
passports revoked.

My mother remembers when they imprisoned her father along with other Jews, remembers her mother going every day to the jail
where he was being held, remembers the emptiness the family felt the morning after her cousins escaped over the border to Iran.
When she was 3 years old, in January 1969, nine Jews were hanged in the main city square. By 1972, my mother's family was among
some of the last to leave, bound for the United States. Today, the number of Jews remaining in Iraq is reported to be in the single
digits.
 
This is the story my mother remembers, the story she has always feared would repeat itself. That no matter how comfortable we as
Jews may feel today, it only takes a small group of people (and a large group of people to sit idly by) to turn everything on its head. I
remember watching with her in our living room as Donald Trump assumed the presidency in 2017. It was on her mind. As he
approached the podium for his oath she asked me, with tears welling in her eyes, "Are we going to have to leave?"

At that point I didn't think the answer was yes; I'm not sure I do now, either. But with each incident that has followed, family
conversations have become more frequently wrapped up in those kinds of questions. First there was "Jews will not replace us" in
Charlottesville, Va. Then the attack in Pittsburgh, on a synagogue that looked an awful lot like ours. Then San Diego, Jersey City and
other smaller but significant incidents in between.

Jewish students' experiences on college campuses are becoming increasingly uncomfortable. This fall, swastikas were drawn in a
school in our district, and in another one nearby. And in December, there were several anti-Semitic attacks in a little over a week in
New York - arguably the Jewish capital of this country - ending with the Hanukkah stabbings in Monsey.

Now is the first time that I have truly felt, in my (admittedly few) 23 years of life, such an overwhelming fear of impending doom. It
seems to be all anyone talks about anymore, perpetually swirling around us, and for good reason. If war won't destroy the world,
climate change will. And now to add to it, the wave of anti-Semitic attacks over the past year are instilling the seeds of fear into many
millennial American Jews for perhaps the first time. Not even, perhaps, because we fear for ourselves - but because we fear for the
future of our children and our grandchildren. I can't help but think this is unnatural: We are so young! Many of us have yet to figure
things out for ourselves, have yet to hold our own in the world.

And yet we wonder and worry for those who will follow us because we are so palpably and devastatingly confronted with hints of what
they will face if we do not act.

My mother, I now understand, has carried that very same fear with her all along. Well before any of the warning signs of the past few
years, before anyone else seemed to be concerned, she was, because she had lived it. She was part of a community that had once
felt exceptionally durable and perfectly coexistent, but instead fell apart before her eyes.

The answer, of course, is to act. (We are all guilty of not acting.) To push back on our suffocating culture of complacency - that if we're
not directly in harm's way, right now, we do nothing - and be the ones to go against the grain until the grain goes in the right direction.
Make people uncomfortable when they say or do something they shouldn't, no matter how innocuous it may seem, so that we may

https://www.timesofisrael.com/baghdad-to-destroy-home-of-jew-who-helped-found-modern-iraq/
https://www.nytimes.com/2008/06/01/world/middleeast/01babylon.html
https://forward.com/news/national/418799/iraqi-synagogue-baghdad-hanging-anniversary/
https://israelstory.org/transcript-the-last-rabbi-of-baghdad/
https://www.nytimes.com/2018/10/27/us/active-shooter-pittsburgh-synagogue-shooting.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/04/27/us/poway-synagogue-shooting.html
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/12/11/nyregion/david-anderson-francine-graham-jersey-city.html?searchResultPosition=5
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/11/14/opinion/college-israel-anti-semitism.html
https://pelhamexaminer.com/18165/showcase/why-i-was-not-surprised-about-swastikas-the-reality-of-being-a-jewish-student-in-pelham/
https://www.nytimes.com/2019/12/29/nyregion/monsey-new-york-stabbing.html


Make people uncomfortable when they say or do something they shouldn't, no matter how innocuous it may seem, so that we may
look back upon these decades not as the moment when more could have been done, but as a mere malignant spike in a generally
positive direction.

Our children will thank us for looking out for them. For understanding all that is at risk. I now thank my mom every chance I get.

Jordan Salama is a writer and journalist.
 

 

Book Notes February 2020Book Notes February 2020
The Liar
by Ayelet Gundar-Goshen
 
Nofar is an average Israeli teenager painfully aware of her ordinariness - a little pimply and a little overweight. Lavi is a
scrawny teenage boy trying to live up to his father's dream of him fighting in an elite army unit. Ramonde is an elderly
Sephardic woman who decides to take a trip to the Polish concentration camps using her best friend's Polish passport after
her friend's death. Each have their personal reason to lie. The author, Ayelet Gundar-Goshen, a practicing clinical
psychologist, explores the reasons for, and consequences of, lying. 

Gundar Goshen's characters ring true and their lies are explored with compassion and humor. The book reads as a story
being told by a wise and omniscient elder. Such passages give clarity to the dilemmas facing the characters. My favorite is:

"... Because the only thing that happened in the alley was an inconsequential act of cruelty, death on a small scale - one
person stepping on another." 

The act of inconsequential cruelty did have consequences. Nofar's lie lands her on the news and makes her a heroine whom everyone wants to talk to.
Ordinary Nofar blossoms in the spotlight. But, the consequences of her lie could be devastating.
A critic noted that "... it  takes a rare skill to create characters who are all at once sympathetic and unforgivable..." 

One poignant scene has Ramonde telling Nofar that "being old is being completely alone. So alone that sometimes you make up things just to be less alone".
Nofar wanted to tell her (Raymonde) "that if being old meant making things up so you wouldn't be alone, then it really wasn't very different from being

seventeen".

The Liar is a first-rate psychological thriller. Read it slowly and bask in it's beautiful language and profound observations.

BarbaraBarbara

Share a SimchaShare a Simcha

 

"Share a Simcha" allows congregants to share their news with our PJC community . Please submit news about family members --
engagements, births, job updates, kid achievements, community acknowledgements and any other milestones -- to 
Barbara Saunders-Adams.

This will continue to be a regular HaKol  feature, so keep your news and updates coming!

Mazel Tov to Alexandra (Sasha) Herzog, daughter of Jonathan & Marjut Herzog, on her upcoming Bat Mitzvah.
Mazel Tov to Harrison & Ekka Peck on the birth of their daughter, Shai Leeba Peck and to the grandparents, Joel & Shelli Peck.
Mazel Tov to Jordan Salama, son of Carlos Salama & Mona Gabbay, on his op-ed to the New York Times , "The Fear of Being Jewish".
Mazel Tov to Steve & Hildy Martin on their new grandson, Nadiv Avraham.

http://www.jordansalama.com/


Mazel Tov to Steve & Hildy Martin on their new grandson, Nadiv Avraham.
Mazel Tov to Gloria Horowitz on her new book, The Guests of August, published by Severn House.

Top

High Holiday Pledge DriveHigh Holiday Pledge Drive
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Tributes & DonationsTributes & Donations

 
 

Make Tributes & Donations ONLINE!

Donations to the PJC from...

David & Jeanne Radvany, in memory of Barbara Bresnick, mother of Anne Bresnick
David & Jeanne Radvany, in memory of Kenneth Schachter, father of Jacqueline Schachter
David & Jeanne Radvany, in support of our First Fridays Program, with gratitude to Audrey Beerman

Donations to the PJC in Support of the Rosenberg Torah from...

Andrea DeRose Kahn, dedicating a letter, in memory of Harry Druckler
Robert Kahn, dedicating a letter, in memory of Murray & Charlotte Kahn
Dan Mailick & Lydia Read, dedicating parashah Toledot, in memory of Sydney Mailick
David & Jeanne Radvany, dedicating parashah Lech Lecha, in honor of their children -- Rachel & Andy Radvany -- and in gratitude to the PJC community
for all its support and friendship as they have raised their children as an interfaith family
Robert Rossman, dedicating special section Mah Tovu, in honor of Leslie & Sybil Rosenberg, with gratitude for all they do on behalf of the PJC
The Nathan & Fannye Shafran Foundation, on behalf of the family of Roger Krulak and Catherine Levene, dedicating two special sections -- Jacob
Blessing Ephraim & Menashe and Song of the Sea -- with love in honor of the PJC Community
Jacqueline Stein, dedicating a word, in memory of Deborah Stampfer
Martin & Elise Teitelbaum, dedicating the word "Love", in honor of Michael, Alexy, Ethan & Mabel Teitelbaum

 
At any time, if you wish to pay by check, please make it payable to "The Pelham Jewish Center" and mail it to our bookkeeping firm at: The Pelham Jewish
Center, P.O. Box 418, Montvale, NJ 07645.

All donations to the Rabbi's Discretionary Fund, at any time throughout the year, should be made payable to "The Pelham Jewish Center -- Rabbi's
Discretionary Fund" and mailed directly to Julia Coss at the PJC office.

Thank you!

Top
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